
Journalists believe US intel agencies will run some
sort of cyber 9/11-style event around 2024 election…
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We need your help! Join our growing army and click here to subscribe to ad-free Revolver. Or give a one-time or
recurring donation during this critical time.

Watch out! There’s a growing consensus among some experts that US intelligence agencies are chomping at the
bit to play a significant role in the 2024 election. In their eyes, they’re the final barrier preventing President Trump
from returning to the White House. Many believe that they will pull off a 9/11-style attack on the US election
system, and 2024 will be a complete and total wipeout.
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Chief Nerd:

👀 Whitney Webb on Why Intel Agencies Are Running ‘Election Simulations’

“They basically conducted these simulations of what types of hacks and events could trigger the
cancellation of a U.S. Presidential Election…It’s very likely there’s going to be some sort of cyber
9/11 style event next year [2024] and that’s unsettling.”

https://twitter.com/thechiefnerd/status/1741926139868627322
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NEW: Leave The World Behind and Build a New OneNEW: Leave The World Behind and Build a New One……

The burning question now is: why are intelligence agencies conducting these simulations if not to election-meddle
on an even broader scale? And also, who’s bankrolling this research? Probably some left-wing radical group
disguised as “election integrity.”

Also, it’s fair to note that this isn’t just a theory being kicked around by a few random people. Even a former CIA
analyst believes the US intelligence agencies are gearing up for big involvement in 2024. It seems logical from
their standpoint—allowing President Trump back into office is something they’re determined to avoid at all costs.
It’s a do-or-die situation for them, and nothing is off the table.

Fox News:

A Georgetown University professor who spent 12 years as a CIA intelligence analyst is warning that
diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) efforts and the overall politicization of the intelligence

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uVUZZ5xSR5w
https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/other/ex-cia-analyst-says-intel-agencies-to-be-politically-active-again-in-2024-election-significant-problem/ar-AA1mlfUL


community have become a “significant” problem and that he is confident those agencies will attempt
to interfere with the 2024 election similar to their efforts in 2020.

“My guess is that the the proverbial deep state within the intelligence community will reemerge
because presumably a Republican candidate will again be seen as a threat to the internal policies that
many intelligence people like,” Dr. John Gentry, author of the new book, “Neutering the CIA: Why
US Intelligence Versus Trump Has Long-Term Consequences,” told Fox News Digital.

Within days of the bombshell New York Post story that detailed the contents of Hunter Biden’s laptop
in the lead-up to the 2020 election, 51 former intelligence officials signed onto a letter in an attempt to
discredit the laptop, saying it “has all the classic earmarks of a Russian information operation.”

[…]

Gentry told Fox News Digital that downplaying the Hunter Biden laptop was “clearly political” and
that a highly placed source told him “in no uncertain terms” that it was done “explicitly” with the
“intent to help the Biden campaign.”



They literally coordinated in order to lie to the American public with their favorite scapegoat: the “Russian
boogeyman.” It’s a tried-and-true tactic they know will work flawlessly with their low-info supporters, who accept
these laughable narratives without question.

There’s a clear political divide in our country. On one side, left-wingers, the former “anti-government” types, now
back the US intelligence agencies. On the other, Republicans are wary of a weaponized big government and its
expanding surveillance capabilities.

However, it’s worth noting that a staggering 70 percent of Americans are concerned about potential interference
by US intelligence agencies in this year’s elections, since we’ve seen them do it before.

The Cradle:

An overwhelming majority of US voters say they are concerned about law enforcement and
intelligence agencies interfering in future elections, according to a new Harvard CAPS-Harris poll.
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When asked whether they were concerned “about interference by the FBI and intelligence agencies
in a future presidential election,” 37 percent of respondents said they were “very concerned,” while
33 percent said they were “somewhat concerned.”

The only real cure for all this interference and cheating? Good old-fashioned paper ballots. No electronic voting or
mass mail-in ballots, just trusty paper. Isn’t it curious how the left steers clear of this very simple solution? They’re
all in for a month-long voting spree, electronic ballots, and a flood of questionable mail-in votes. It’s like they’re
fighting tooth and nail to control elections, and they’ve got plenty of firepower to back them up.
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Spot on!!!! This fellow, who hosts Biden at Thanksgiving in Nantucket, has been in negotiatio
taxpayers �nish paying them to destroy it. Follow the money.
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He is as evil as they come.l
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IT (larry �nk) should be killed. Get rid of that punk, will be enough to turn everything
slob, bill gates and george soreASS shake in their shoes.
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You said "tie" My �rst thought was a knot.

"Fink was born on November 2, 1952. [6] [7] He grew up as one of three children in a Jewish
California, where his mother Lila (1930–2012) was an English professor and his father Fred
store.
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Clinton's real surname is Blythe. It's rumored that he's the b@st@rd child of Lawren
It is a fact that Bill, in his younger days, partied at Winthrop Rockefeller's Arkansas
hosted coke-fueled gay bashes. Lawrence and Winthrop are siblings. Winthrop had
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Whether true or not? I like anything bashing clinton.
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Ever wonder why a 20yo voting system company with $17M revenue would be able to get a $787M se
scare you out of ever questioning voting systems again?
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Reply •

FEDS HAVE VIOLATED THEIR OATH OF OFFICE AND DESERVE DECADES OF PRISON TIME. FEDS ARE
AND LOYALTY TO AMERICA FREEDOM AND THE CONSTITUTION. THEY ARE HIRED BY AMOUNT OF 
HOLD. THE MORE THEY HOLD THEY KNOW THE MORE THEY WILL LIE CHEAT AND DESTROY TRUTH
WAY. THEY ARE FORBIDDEN TO HIRE MEN WHO REFUSE TO LIE ESPECIALLY TRUE BELIEVING CHRI
FOUNDERS. AN AMERICA THAT SPITS IN GODS EYE IS A FALLEN AMERICA. THE ONLY QUESTION IS
GOD KNOWS.

 7  0

yep  

Reply •

6 days ago

No one can explain whats going on better than Alex Jones. He was the �rst to speak out over 30 year
today! Is it any wonder the government and the NWO wants to smear, silence him, and ruin his life?

Political correctness, fear, and division are the weapons of choice being used to silence the people. D
This has been happening over the years. Covid was the fear that was used to control us. Most people
happen to this country.

Alex Jones of INFOWARS and banned.videos. Watch his 12/27/ and 12/28/23 playlist reports. Gener
to come and what Obama says behind closed doors thats fundamentally changing America. You nee

 6  0

Liz  

Reply •

7 days ago

I don't think the people can take much more of this.

 6  0
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street�ghter  

Reply •

> Liz

7 days ago

Most of the 3 letter agency people live in suburban Virginia. Three counties in particular.

 7  0

This comment was deleted.

street�ghter  

Reply •

> Guest

6 days ago

Well, the cognitive dissonance among these govt creatures is high. Mora
leftism. What follows is natural

 3  0

Liz  

Reply •

> Liz

6 days ago

I'm not sure what that has to do with my post. Do not go there.

 0  0

Cuba  

7 days ago

Well their choices are getting small. They've tried everything to take down President Donald J Trump, 
interference of his presidency via the Russian Collusion hoax, to outright election fraud in 2020 to ma
are and most people have caught on to their tactics and election fraud Worst of all he is leading by a
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are, and most people have caught on to their tactics and election fraud. Worst of all, he is leading by a
electorate.

Meaning, they are down to a Black Swan event, or a Dallas 1963.

 6  0

Thomas Paine  

Reply •

6 days ago

The US Government is on the verge of collapse. Americans have had enough. Why are we paying taxe

 4  0

Zoltar (King of the Trolls)  

Reply •

6 days ago

Trump needs to start calling this out now. They DO NOT want to prove Trump right about anything, so
then.

 4  0

El Gato Blanco

Reply •

7 days ago  edited

There aren't enough prison cells at Guantanamo to house all the corrupt 3-lettter agency goons who n
freedom for treason.

 4  0

Davy Crockett  > El Gato Blanco

5 days ago
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Reply •

5 days ago

Which is why lamp posts are made-execute ALL of them guilty of treason; send the rest to u

 1  0

annoyed

Reply •

6 days ago

how sad that nothing can be trusted anymore due the bad behavior of political zealots on the left

the left ruins everything

 3  0

Efeezy  

7 days ago

Who approves their budgets??!! Every single agency that’s been violating our rights and laws nonstop
IRS etc, has been CAUGHT at least multiple times.

The American people elected a Republican Party majority in the House for a reason.

The ONLY power they have is over the purse. The Republicans form countless committees to investig
rights violation Y. They obtain proof of wrongdoing/criminal acts, every single time. They spend 90% o
their �ndings in painstaking detail. Then write a letter, hold another hearing on the matter or my favor
the criminal organizations charged with carrying out justice.

The people are awake now!

We see through your slow rolling impeachment to nowhere!
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Reply •

Defund them, disband them or consider yourself one and the same in the minds of the American peo
your sins- whatever you want to call it, is coming for each of us someday soon.

 3  0

Dave  

Reply •

> Efeezy

7 days ago  edited

The Republicans already voted, in 2023, to fund everything Biden wanted until 2025. Includin
bigger than the Pentagon $30 MILLION FBI HQ!!!

 4  0

Efeezy  

Reply •

> Dave

6 days ago

Exactly and they do it every damned year. For over a decade, countless Republican
crime after crime committed by the directors and agents of the bureau. And they’re
lose funding, never disbanded etc.

Gaetz was right to oust McCarthy and 90% of the rest of them need to go too.

 1  0

Davy Crockett  

Reply •

> Dave

5 days ago

3 billion fbLIE HQ.

 0  0

D t G > Ef
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Decatur Guy  

Reply •

> Efeezy

6 days ago

Remember the trillions stolen from the pentagram under the watch of then-comptroller Dov 

 1  0

Efeezy  

Reply •

> Decatur Guy

6 days ago

Yep the post 9/11 heist. The regime spokesman claims they’re making good progr
“lost” expenditures LOL.

 0  0

John Jones  

Reply •

7 days ago

They won't take defeat lying down. Have no fear however, we have super Mitch McConnell and the mi

 3  0

C Daddy  

Reply •

> John Jones

5 days ago

I'm pretty sure the ninja turtles are the bastard children of mcconnell. At least something go
a suit.

 0  0

John Elliott™®  

7 days ago
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Half the country expects the zogbot US Intel agencies to do everything they can to prevent president T
desk again

 5  1

joevil  

Reply •

6 days ago

It should be understood that it is not only the left for whom paper ballots are kryptonite, some on the 
fear of it. The enemy is within the camp folks!

 2  0

pipestone  

Reply •

6 days ago

Dominion employee: Our sh8t is full of bugs.

 2  0

truthhurtsthe  

Reply •

6 days ago

It’ll be that or ANYTHING else they can use to repeat the illegal voting procedures of 2020.

 2  0

TRMKC  

6 days ago

Frightening.They couldn't beat Trump last time so released the Covid scamdemic they rigged the elec
ti th 'll t t t l i f bl k t NWO ki i j ti d t b t d
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times so they'll try a total info blackout. NWO working in conjunction needs to be stopped .

 2  0

Steve

Reply •

7 days ago

An excuse of some sort to declare martial law, or attempt to setup a lot of American's as terrorists is 
biden has this year.

 2  0

Smargalicious

Reply •

7 days ago

Burn them to the ground

 2  0

vnisanian2001

Reply •

7 days ago

If they can't hype up COVID again, they might as well try this instead.

 2  0

Nate Higgers  

7 days ago

No shit???

What ever it takes to maintain control.
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Reply • 2  0

2021now  

Reply •

6 days ago

One of the primary goals of the Russians and the CCP and internal Communist Party of America is to
law and order forces. The FBi, Police and courts. Unfortunately the FBI has done a lot to help this alon
to Congress top the list. Local police are smeared with the fraud cases like George Floyd. WE NEED th
not some of their leaders. That will be �xed.

 3  1

Dusan  

Reply •

> 2021now

6 days ago

The Russians do not make top 20 on the list of our enemies. You are being bamboozled.

 1  0

Decatur Guy

Reply •

6 days ago

Yep... The pentagram, Israel and the MIC want to fake a cyber attack to draw the white man (mainly) i

 2  1

Sproutus  

7 days ago  edited

How does an 180' long
Boeing 767 �y through
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g y g
an 208' steel and concrete
building and exit the other
side with it's nose cone
still intact?

AI will �x all those unsavory
CNN photographic artifacts
the next time you are being
played by the toilet bowl of
television.

 2  1

NaSa  

Reply •

> Sproutus

6 days ago

Well, the same way building 7 detonated itself

 1  0

Sickadaleft  

Reply •

6 days ago

Many of us know there is no limit to what they will attempt to prevent Trump because he represents t

 1  0

BajaDreamer
6 days ago

If Rudy Giuliani couldn't get a 3 month extension of his term after 9/11 then I doubt that a presidentia
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If Rudy Giuliani couldnt get a 3 month extension of his term after 9/11 then I doubt that a presidentia
"cyber event". On the other hand, with so much of our voting now taking place via machines and com
until it can be veri�ed that the vote counts are/would be legit.............unlike last time!!!
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